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Open Educational Resources’ impact and outcomes: The essence of OpenKnowledge and its social contribution

Abstract: This article identifies the main social contributions of Open Educational Resources (OERs), their impact and the results of several initiatives related to them. Based on a theoretical and reflexive framework, we analyze the evolution of business models around OERs, their contribution to open knowledge and the common educational policies related to this phenomenon. Finally, we point out the new horizons and models of knowledge based on OERs.

Design/methodology/approach: This study utilizes a theoretical and conceptual framework based on references coming from journals with an impact factor, complemented with quotes by important authors and OER representatives. The review offers a conceptual and applied
overview regarding the business models around OERs, their contribution to open knowledge and their impact on current society. Because the study is not empirical, the authors justify their statements on existing scientific literature with high academic impact. Practical implications include knowledge about the OER phenomenon, its social contributions, and the economic models established around it.
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**Impacto y resultados de Recursos Educativos Abiertos: La esencia del conocimiento abierto y su contribución social**

**Resumen:** Este artículo identifica las principales continuaciones sociales de los recursos educativos abiertos (REA), su impacto y los resultados de diversas iniciativas relacionadas con los mismos. A partir de un marco teórico y reflexivo se analiza la evolución de los modelos de negocio en torno a los REA, su contribución al conocimiento abierto y las políticas educativas más comunes relacionadas con el fenómeno. Finalmente se señalan los nuevo horizontes y modelos de conocimiento basados en los REA. Este estudio pretende ofrecer un marco teórico y conceptual basado en referencias procedentes de literatura con factor de impacto. Dicho marco es complementado con citas de autores relevantes y representantes del fenómeno REA, ofreciendo un marco conceptual integral. la presente revisión ofrece una visión conceptual genérica y aplicada de los modelos de negocio entorno a los REA, su contribución al conocimiento abierto y su impacto en la sociedad actual. El presente artículo no es empírico por lo que los autores justifican sus afirmaciones sobre la literatura científica existente de alto impacto académico. Implicaciones prácticas: conocimiento del fenómeno de los REA, de su contribución social y de los modelos de negocio establecidos a su alrededor.
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**Impacto e resultados de Recursos Educatizacionais Abertos: A essência do conhecimento aberto e sua contribuição social**

**Resumo:** Este artigo identifica as principais continuâncias sociais de recursos educacionais abertos (OER), seu impacto e os resultados de várias iniciativas relacionadas a eles. A partir de um referencial teórico-reflexivo, analisa-se a evolução dos modelos de negócios em torno da REA, sua contribuição para o conhecimento aberto e as políticas educacionais mais comuns relacionadas ao fenômeno. Finalmente, os novos horizontes e modelos de conhecimento baseados nos REA são apontados. Este estudo tem como objetivo oferecer um referencial teórico-conceitual baseado em referências bibliográficas com um fator de impacto. Essa estrutura é complementada por citações de autores relevantes e representantes do fenômeno REA, oferecendo uma estrutura conceitual integral. A presente revisão oferece uma visão conceitual genérica e aplicada dos modelos de negócios em torno da REA, sua contribuição para o conhecimento aberto e seu impacto na sociedade atual. O presente artigo não é empírico, então os autores justificam suas afirmações sobre a literatura científica existente com alto impacto acadêmico. Implicações práticas: conhecimento do fenômeno REA, sua contribuição social e os modelos de negócios estabelecidos em torno dele.
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Introduction

Today, technology permeates almost all of the activities of the world we live in. Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) have penetrated the economic and political markets, our workplaces, the way in which we communicate and interact, and, in short, the overall functioning of our societies.

The impact of ICTs has changed the speed of knowledge production and distribution, the ways in which we consume said information, and learning modalities, and without realizing it, this impact has been a highly significant disruptive element for our educational systems.

The information society is sustained by the digital, with the bit being considered as the most elemental raw material in any scenario of interaction. In this scenario, it is not uncommon to envisage the synergy among what we venture to call layers of information or knowledge. A virtual geographical layer, or digital map, may be interspersed with a physical and real layer—an example of a specific location—that allows for interaction with the various elements of the physical environment, to which one or several digital layers—such as the social layer—are added, expanding the potential of the physical layer and allowing us access to more information than we could conceive of two decades ago. This example serves only to set the scene for the changes that society is experiencing and the reflection required of social agents and consultants in order to take social advantage of technological innovations.

Aware of the legion of scientific literature regarding technology’s contributions to society, as well as its disadvantages, the digital divide may be the leading example but it is still worth analyzing, from an educational and social perspective, the repercussion that the Open Knowledge movement has, had, and continues to have on post-industrial societies and how Open Educational Resources (OER) have become the central element of knowledge’s contribution to society.

In 2001, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) announced in an unprecedented move that its courses would be openly accessible online. At the beginning of that decade, the number of educational institutions that decided to join that initiative expanded, giving rise to the organization of the 1st Global OER Forum in 2002. The term Open Educational Resources (OER) was formally adopted there to refer to the “provision of educational resources, enabled by information and communication technologies, for consultation, use and adaptation by a community of users for non-commercial purposes” (UNESCO, 2002, p. 24). They were established as minor (modular) components that should be understood as small units of learning. However, in light of the lack of a specific consensus regarding the definition of the term OER (Rodriguez & Cueva, 2010), we can define them using three fundamental elements: a) resource, generally digital; b) educational or aimed at learning by the acquisition of knowledge and/or competencies; c) open, frame of reference that allows the object to be consulted, modified and distributed freely and under any circumstance. To educate is to share, to open. We speak of OER, of open content, but perhaps we should start speaking of Open Learning, a much broader concept, and one that resonates with the methodology of the digital world. OERs base their potential on a simple but powerful idea: knowledge and learning resources are offered freely so that anyone may use them. In short, they are open sources of assets (Tuomi, 2005).

Although OERs are only one essential element, their goal is not to make large blocks of organized knowledge per se. The empirical research has determined that the typical uses of OERs are much less structured in general (Masterman & Wild, 2011) and may be used to cover specific learning needs, thus offering opportunities for supplementary learning and developing skills in a different way than in traditional teaching. In this sense, and although the OpenCourseWare (OCW) initiatives worldwide have created blocks of formal learning based on OER, a recent study made
available to MIT's OCW made clear that, in the majority, access to information is the general purpose of OERs. It is more focused on informal learning, and therefore its educational intention is more about improving knowledge, offering a supplement, and exploring interests outside of the formal educational environment (MIT OCW, 2011).

The beginnings of OERs based on free access to knowledge and the acquisition of knowledge through informal education have created a much larger movement known as Open Knowledge. OERs represent a milestone in this movement and have encouraged discussion and reflection on their use and adoption in different dimensions (pedagogical, political, institutional, etc.), dimensions that involve a reading and reflection that we will attempt to address throughout these pages.

**From Economic Model to Knowledge Model**

The goal of OERs is to be an element of balance in the access to knowledge and education worldwide, thus fostering a more egalitarian and real access in all regions of the planet. The expanded models of free access to knowledge are largely in agreement with the idea of a social, egalitarian, inclusive and equitable education. Numerous studies have made clear the potentialities of OERs in developing countries, both at the governmental and scholastic levels. Open Knowledge—in general—favors the expansion of economies and scientific productivity (Duart & Mengual, 2014) making access to knowledge and education a less unbalanced reality among the regions of the world in which we live.

However, OERs have not been immune to the tendencies of the so-called neo-liberal educational models. Or, in short, to the trends in a world mediated by globalization, or universalization, depending on the discussion. In that sense, it is normal to find said tendencies in all emerging models derived from Open Knowledge, such as in the case of the MOOC phenomenon, and the growing business model associated with knowledge that has been developing over the past year (Mengual, 2013).

Analyzing the fact of the business models around OERs is not easy and is not free from interpretations. Understanding education from the perspective of individual freedoms or social guarantee is a personal exercise that respects individual rights and freedoms, while also being valid within what the supranational organizations express regarding freedom in education. However, and although it may seem dichotomous, OERs may be combined with business models regarding their use that do not create dissonance with the philosophy of the movement. In that sense, there are many authors that justify the use of OER from an economic point of view; for example, the fact that they tend to reduce the cost of developing teaching programs (Conrad, Mackintosh, McGreal, Murphy & Witthaus, 2013; Downes, 2007), or the decrease in studying costs for students (Conole, 2013; Wiley & Gurrell, 2009).

These arguments from the educational business model perspective continue to be valid, but, at the same time, understood from the perspective of a model aimed at accountability and not at guaranteeing educational quality. In that sense, it must be understood that education is not, nor should be understood as, a business, and therefore the application of business models to OERs is more in line with the policies of accountability, profit, and management than with those of equitable education, learning and diffusion of knowledge. In this sense, if, one hundred and fifty years ago, we had applied the different business models that we currently apply to OERs, there would very possibly be no public university left.

Although we can find numerous texts in the scientific literature on OER business models and case analyses (e.g. McGill et al., 2008; Tuomi, 2013), in the framework of *Open Educational Resources: impact and outcomes* organized by the FHSM in Paris (FHSM, December 2014), the business
models around OERs were analyzed and discussed in depth. Stéphan Vincent-Lancrin, representative of the OECD, presented three basic models: a) Community-based model; b) Philanthropy-based model; c) Revenue-based model. The Community-based model bases the development and financing of OERs on a practical community, with the goal of offering experience to the members of the community. In said model, its sustainability will depend on the dynamism of the community, its expansion, and content updating, as well as on secondary income sources such as Crowdfunding campaigns. There are several examples of this model in the French context (e.g., Sesamaths, Livrescolaire), but most likely one of its greatest challenges is to keep the community active and increase the number of members in order for the model to be sustainable.

The philanthropic model is preferably to be adopted by foundations, governments and companies. Its financing is limited to donations and grants, with its sustainability linked to the financing received or the strategies anticipated by the possible donors. However, said model aims to highlight the social value of the project and repository. This model faces the challenge of not influencing the content of OERs according to the interests of the financing source, as well as spreading the use of the objects created. Some examples can be found in the Khan Academy or OpenLearn platforms, or in the Hewlett Foundation’s initiatives. Finally, the revenue model is usually developed by an organization that bases its revenue model on third-party services that it offers to end-users. In short, its success depends on its ability to attract users and its information sales models. It is common to find freemium strategies or marketing based on the sale of additional services, and not charging for the learning objects, which are free. That is, a model of open educational resources but not-so-open educational services.

In practice, it is common to find hybrid or mixed models, as in the case of MIT OpenCourseWare (community + philanthropy) or generally philanthropic models with revenue. In short, the dynamics of OER-based business models do not establish a charge for the contents, which are generally free (completely or partially), and focus on the revenue from supplementary material, updates of said material, added-value services, etc. One of the companies that best represents this last model in the French and European contexts is OpenClassroom, based on the Freemium model since 2013 (Dubuc, 2014). So all signs indicate a movement of OERs towards a model of open contents and closed, high-profit services, which in a certain way perverts the initial philosophy of the initiative.

OER business models may be applied to numerous resources (textbooks, software, digital learning objects, etc.) and are important to decision-making in terms of educational policies, business learning strategies and end users. In this way, they may help reduce the costs of educational management (without undercutting the quality), foster the creation of learning communities, expand access to quality educational resources, encourage change in learning roles (the content curating process as a disruptive element of traditional teaching), and, in short, strengthen the phenomenon of Open Knowledge.

However, the business models must make us reflect on the profit-making aims in the OER phenomenon and the business opportunities that numerous organizations are seeing under the umbrella of OpenKnowledge. There are also other uncertainties underlying the business models, such as the imposition of a given culture in disadvantaged regions that use OERs as a means of access to quality information that, on numerous occasions, are not free of ideological or political connotations, or the impartiality that a good OER must preserve. In the same way, the curricular and cultural adaptation of OERs continue to be problems that both organizations and governments must face in terms of making responsible use of the learning objects.

Faced with this scenario, we can speak of a necessary transition from the OER business models to knowledge models. The transition of this model promotes open learning, which creates greater benefit (in social terms) than the traditional business models. In this way, in agreement with
Bacsich (2014), Open Access—among its many contributions—opens knowledge to society, fosters learning, helps reduce the costs of access to information and research, increases the scope of the diffusion of knowledge and/or research results, promotes a better-informed citizenry and improves democratic decision making. This type of model for use of OERs has an intangible value for organizations, institutions and governments that support non-profit use of OERs in their policies. In short, they help build a more informed, better-trained, more productive and democratic society.

One example is the OER collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, which is not only a contribution to the scientific and social community, but also a free-access educational and learning supplement that fosters didactic itineraries and the expansion of the boundaries of the physical landscape (Thillay, 2014).

Another example is the knowledge contribution model offered by iTunesU. Through iTunesU, Apple not only makes clear its commitment to OpenKnowledge, but also strengthens its image as a company and gives added value to the users of its products, without a business model focused on OERs. In this case, OERS serve as a supplement that can be consumed with or without its products, and that benefits the global society in the end.

Role of OERs in Educational Policies and Formal, Non-formal and Informal Education

Numerous supranational organizations have taken a stance on the role of OERs, Open Knowledge, Open Access and Open Science in the current global context. The 2012 Paris OER Declaration, approved at the World OER Congress held at UNESCO in 2012, expresses the benefits of OERs worldwide. This is justified not only for its contribution to the right to education established in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but also for its great contribution to various Declarations (such as the Millennium Declaration, Dakar, 2000) or the Declaration of Principles of the 2003 World Summit on the Information Society.

Said declaration established that OERs contribute to the consolidation of the objectives of numerous international declarations, and that the different underwriting states must therefore, within their capacities and authority, foster the use of OERs by means of ICT environments that promote the use of open licensing; create quality materials and foster strategic alliances for OERs and encourage research on this trend.

In the same way, the 2012 UNESCO declaration specifies the necessary reformulation of strategies and policies for the use of OER, promoting the development of specific policies for the production and use of these resources in order to advance education.

Numerous investigations and reports have exemplified the commitment of numerous institutions and states to OERs and Open Knowledge (e.g. Atkins, Brown, & Hammond, 2007; Carson, 2009; Han & Liu, 2010; Hood & Littlejohn, 2017), the impact of OERs on formal education systems (e.g. Masterman & Wild, 2011), and even specific state programs such as the China Quality OCW program.

There are numerous OER initiatives all over the world, and politicians are actively developing policies regarding this issue (Hylén et al., 2012). It is therefore not surprising to find initiatives in numerous regions of the planet: Brazil, China, Korea, Slovenia, South Africa, Turkey and Vietnam (Butcher & Hoosen, 2014; Dhanarajan & Porter, 2013; Jacobi, Jelgerhuis & van der Woert, 2013). The worldwide education agenda emphasizes the necessary educational demand that continues to grow across the world. However, the worldwide financial crisis that the majority of states are undergoing, and the increasingly restrictive economic policies have led states to see OERs as a potentially appealing solution for their Governments, while simultaneously being considered
important for democratizing access to education and promoting widespread access to permanent learning (Life Long Learning; James & Bossu, 2014). In that sense, OERs are becoming a viable alternative for developing countries where traditional models cannot meet the needs of the students, pupils and institutions (Butcher & Hoosen, 2014).

There have been numerous debates and recent political initiatives regarding OERs that have focused on free access to learning materials and the economic viability of OERs (de Langen, 2011). In the EU, for example, the POERUP (Policies for OER Uptake) project, financed by the EU Lifelong Learning Program 2011-2014, has carried out numerous case studies with the aim of advising governments on how to stimulate the use of OER (Baesich, 2014).

OERs and new technologies are, without a doubt, transforming education (Tuomi, 2013), and educational institutions are thereby obliged to reconsider their priorities and functions (Butcher, 2011; McAndrew, 2010; Schaffert, 2010). In this scenario, governments, by means of their educational policies, must be the guarantors of promoting access to an equitable and quality education, fostering access to the resources deemed necessary in order to guarantee the comprehensive learning of the individual, and thereby the availability of all the resources that the state can guarantee. These (centralized) policies must not be the only ones to set the pace of the inclusion and use of OER in formal education (e.g. Danon, 2014). Decentralized policies also contribute to establishing the directives that allow those organizations (regions, educational institutions, etc.) to implement the use and creation of OERs into their educational management systems. Both policy management models aim to improve lifelong learning, promote equal opportunities, educational flexibility and diversification, the increase of support resources, etc., as well as to establish the frameworks, guidelines, regulations, and elements of quality that serve to execute an open education based on OER.

Above all, it is clear that states and their governments, as guarantors of access to the right to education, must promote the creation of public policies (centralized or decentralized) that take advantage of both the social and economic benefits of Open Knowledge; an open society becomes a more democratic, equitable, informed and productive society. Understanding that access to knowledge is not a privilege, but rather a right, means that governments must support open-access policies in harmony with the information society and the four social functions of education that are far-removed from the traditional model inherited from the industrial society (Tuomi, 2013).

Supporting the socio-educational implementation of OERs means understanding the educational model from a paradigm of continuous learning, online, where the productive component is based on continuous learning, information processing, and the creation of knowledge. The use of OERs educational models involves changes in educational enculturation, safeguarding cultural diversity and the transition of educational agents in communities and learning networks. At the same time, in terms of the socio-educational function of personal development, OERs safeguard the acquisition of individual and social skills, as well as increasing the pupil’s decision-making skills.

We agree with Ferrari & Traina (2013) in thinking that accepting the use of OER in education means modifying our educational perspective towards the search for creative solutions for prescriptive methods that have essentially emanated from the publishing industry’s pedagogic models. OERs have started appearing significantly and globally in education – and especially in higher education – due to the significant reach and expansion of the learning models, the models based on knowledge and online learning. Nevertheless, this adaptation has occurred unequally in different countries and at different educational levels (McKerlich, Ives & McGreal, 2013), and in numerous situations it has occurred very slowly (Conole, 2012; Pegler, 2013). Given the movement’s beginnings, higher education is perhaps the level that has seen the most expansion in terms of adoption. In our view, the technological resources available at institutions of higher learning, together with greater levels of teaching freedom and flexibility in terms of creating programs, have
been most responsible for making this adoption possible. Another aspect to consider is the great possibility of accessing teaching resources in various languages (Keller & Mossink, 2008), the possibilities of worldwide collaboration in teaching practice (D’Antoni, 2008), and the possibilities of offering pedagogy focused on the student (Bossu, Bull & Brown, 2012).

However, the levels of basic and mandatory formal education have seen a smaller, more gradual adoption. Numerous investigations have linked the teaching staff’s use of technology in the classroom with the attitudes and beliefs about that technology (e.g. Almekhlafi & Almeqdadi, 2010; Li-Ping & Jill, 2009; Parker & Burnie, 2009; Ward & Parr, 2010). The stages of technological adoption proposed by Rogers (1985) indicated that it is necessary for the teaching staff to have sufficient technological competencies in order to achieve a real and effective integration of ICT into the classroom. Substituting the practical pedagogical model offered by the publishing industry is not an easy task, and it often requires the use of educational policies that motivate the teaching staff towards said change. There are numerous benefits of OER use in basic mandatory education, but there are various challenges that educational agents must face. The teaching staff’s use of OERs involves a change in the teacher’s role, and therefore a methodology change in the teaching-learning process. Using methodologies in line with the knowledge society by means of OER means that the teacher must assume the role of content curator, information manager, facilitator in the classroom, etc. However, this first initial and desirable phase must lead to a more in-depth phase, where the teacher not only selects OERs suitable for learning, but also collaborates actively in the development and distribution of OER.

This final, complex phase requires digital competencies on the part of the teaching staff, which inevitably require specific training policies in the use and integration of ICT in the classroom.

The business models of teaching book publishers, aware of their purchasing power loss due to the multiple school initiatives for the use of open learning materials or Open Access and collaborative schoolbooks, have outlined a mixed, appealing business model. Given the necessary time investment on the teacher’s part in selecting suitable OERs and properly integrating them into a program, or the creation of specific OER, the publishers propose tailor-made itineraries that combine their own materials with previously selected OER. However, we must reflect on whether the education of the information and knowledge society should be at the mercy of the contents previously selected by a publishing house, or, on the contrary, whether it is the educational agents’ function to program the didactic itineraries with entirely open resources. In our view, both the economic and social benefits are clear. The materials must respond to the needs of the classroom, and the classroom should not have to adapt to the specifications of the textbook. Online learning allows for an individualized curricular adaptation that no textbook or pre-selected OER can offer. Therefore, the teacher’s role and function as mediator is the key to success in the educational integration of OERs.

From a different perspective, far from formal education, OERs have amounted to a revolution in terms of the possibility of continuous learning for society. Today, it is possible for any citizen to learn with the same materials as a student at Stanford or Harvard University and, at the same time, to see the master lectures (either live or pre-recorded) stored openly online. The goal of using OERs in said educational modalities (non-formal and informal) is not academic recognition or accrediting the acquisition of competencies, but rather the satisfaction of a basic human need: learning. In this way, a student that is dissatisfied with the lectures he/she receives at his/her institution may freely learn the same material with OERs used at other institutions, and thus supplement his/her learning.

From the informal learning perspective, OERs allow for the supplementary acquisition of knowledge and competencies that enrich a citizen’s learning. Whether out of personal interest, motivation, or need, OERs and Open Knowledge broaden the professional horizons of societies’
human capital, creating better-prepared citizens and offering educational possibilities that a state sometimes does not address in its formal education, and that, in addition, due to socioeconomic barriers, a citizen cannot afford to attend in person outside of his/her country.

It is not surprising that this scenario and the use of OERs and the possibilities of ICT have developed initiatives such as the University of the People, a free online higher education institution that broadens the limits of knowledge that the state guarantees to a citizen in its territory. In the same way, OERs have given rise to new modalities of online education, as in the case of MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) and their different variations (xMOOC, LMOOC, etc.); emerging educational modalities that respond to a social need, to learn more, better, in collaboration, openly, and with quality materials. In any case, while access to knowledge is of the utmost importance, we must not forget how the receivers assimilate this knowledge.

**New Horizons**

OERs have not only been an element of educational innovation (e.g. Thiriet, 2014) at all education levels, but they have also been able to respond to numerous problems originating from the school context. Agreeing with Majada (2014), OER initiatives help combat early academic failure, allowing for the early detection of the possible special educational needs of the students. In the same way, they allow us to pay attention to the diversity of the student, offering personalized learning itineraries and continuous learning by means of distance learning modalities. In Majada’s own words, OERs simplify educational access to the most vulnerable groups, promoting better access to persons with disability. In the same way, it fosters the international mobility of the students, contributing to overcoming language barriers and encouraging interculturalism. In addition, OERs contribute to the preservation of cultural heritage and the development and promotion of lesser-known disciplines.

As we mentioned previously, to speak of OER is, undoubtedly, to recognize the social need to learn through non-formal education contexts. OERs are not only contributing to the pedagogical development of educational systems, but also to their management style and educational policies; open educational resources offer numerous new horizons. In particular, new research and project financing trends are being framed around Open Knowledge and Open Education. Some examples of projects financed by the European Union and linked to OERs include Scale CCR, OEREU, OpenEdu and COM4EDU (dos Santos, 2014). Said projects are framed not only within European Policies on Open Education, but also around a social, economic, and political context at the supranational level; recent studies have also made clear that Open Education acts as a bridge for formal education and fosters a more open mentality towards sharing, remixing and redistributing (Weller, 2014).

At the same time, the phenomenon of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), essentially a compendium of OERs focused on Higher Education, has brought about a pedagogical and research revolution in the past three years. Both universities and higher education agents have seen in MOOCs a new tool for the democratization of learning, for displaying their methodologies, teaching staff, courses, etc., as well as for demonstrating their socio-educational commitment to Open Knowledge. MOOCs have not only been a pedagogical and educational revolution; they have been a model for the transformation of higher education and of the way in which university knowledge is consumed. They have not been a re-invention of OERs, but rather a technological and pedagogical layer linked to OERs, offering added-value tools for learning – such as the connectivist MOOCs, or xMOOC – and allowing for new policies and ideas regarding the modalities for the accreditation of competencies (Mengual, 2013). MOOCs, intimately linked to the Open Education Movement, could be a turning point in higher education modalities. In that sense, the massive online courses may
increase the number of university graduates both in developing and developed countries, by means of much more affordable accreditation systems than on-site teaching modalities. Thus, universities are seeing the potentiality of these new modalities, which undoubtedly benefit all educational players. In short, MOOCs create opportunities for innovation in teaching and learning; they transform learning, not only in formal education, but also in the non-formal contexts derived from lifelong learning, the development of professional competencies in employed and unemployed social capital, as well as the fostering of self-learning (Lesko, 2014). It is clear that Open Education has become part of the political-educational agenda of numerous International organizations and Governments. It is estimated that in 2025 the demand for higher education will increase by 98 million new students (OECD, 2009), leading us to question the ability of governments to face and finance the costs of public education. In this scenario, ICT, the OER Movement, the OA Movement, the Open Education Movement and others are proposed as tools for transformation that may help in the educational challenges to come (Lesko, 2014).

This scenario makes clear the importance of the MOOC phenomenon to science. In that sense, 2014 has been a flagship year for research regarding the movement. The majority of specialized scientific journals have focused their interest on studies on the trend from different perspectives. The more than 400 articles collected between 2013-2015 in journals from the WOS and SCOPUS selective database make this fact clear, and they indicate the relevance within national and international contexts. However, according to some authors, although the phenomenon is important, the number of high-impact publications continues to be very low compared to other emerging fields; having said that, the universities and countries that indicate the greatest scientific repercussion in this regard are the USA, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Spain (Lopez-Meneses, Vazquez-Cano & Román, 2015).

**Conclusion**

The expansion and growth of OER initiatives, as well as the amount of students they attract, together with their social benefit, may be an indicator of a coming revolution in education and learning (Tuomi, 2013). One of the fundamental roles of OERs is to bring education to the highest number of people possible, but also, and not less importantly, to transform education and educational systems. OERs require open educational resources, but also open technology and open practices, and especially new learning methodologies and a significant change in the role of the teacher. And when we speak of a new role, we should not forget that we are speaking of a feeling of loss of power, and this is always difficult to accept, although in reality, the power of the teacher in the classroom is not lost, it is transformed.

Educational technology and the Open Knowledge movement have promoted the adoption of new teaching roles from a variety of perspectives (León-Urritia, Cobos, & Dickens, 2018). Nonetheless, this way of learning without the mediation of the teacher can promote the non-formal learning what implies a necessary education revision. The teaching roles do not disappear but are transformed beyond self-learning, for example, as a guide (Torres, Santa & Lorenzo, 2018). Debate on OERs involves much more extensive reading regarding the broad strokes outlined in this paper. Studying the potential revolution of OERs and OpenKnowledge involves carrying out an analysis of the social, economic, and historical contexts into which OERs are attempting to integrate. But as Hal Plotkin stated, it is extremely difficult to think of policies and strategies and act in the middle of a revolution. In any case, more in-depth analysis of OERs is necessary. The lack of theory on open contents and their consequences causes confusion, disagreements and bad practices. OERs are contents. In no case are they an educational model or practice per se. In any case, OERs are a lever of change for models and practices. They are criticized
for their lack of pedagogy and methodology; perhaps now is the time to associate them with an open
learning that includes, by necessity, these elements.

In its document entitled, “Giving Knowledge For Free?” (2007), the OECD already
considered this issue, and we have made very little progress. Almost a decade ago, that report was
already speaking of reconfiguring the educational systems and economic models of higher public
education, and it posed questions that still have not been answered, not because they are difficult to
respond to, but rather because they represent facing said changes, and it is more convenient to avoid
them and look the other way: How open are European universities? How open are European Open
enough”?

If we had attempted to find an answer in recent years, everything today would most likely be
clearer and we would have progressed. The problem is that when an innovation emerges, traditional
institutions and public policies do not pick them up until 10 or 15 years later. Finally, the ways in
which OERs are used will mediate the abilities to make effective quality learning that responds to
the social and emerging needs of a country’s education.
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